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Star Darlings Wish Cards And Book
Covered from head to toe with one-of-a-kind tattoos, Marigold is the brightest, most beautiful mother in the world. At
least, that’s what Dolphin thinks—she just wishes Marigold wouldn’t stay out quite so late or have mood spells every now
and again. Dolphin’s older sister, Star, loves Marigold too, but she’s tired of looking after her. So when Star’s dad
shows up out of the blue and offers to let the girls stay with him, Star jumps at the opportunity. But Dolphin can’t bear to
leave Marigold alone. Now it’s just the two of them, and Dolphin is about to be in over her head. . . .
Gemma talks too much and has no follow-through. She must learn how to listen to others and finish what she starts,
while remaining curious and clever. Gemma leaves for the final mission in the dead of night not realizing that her Wisher
made a bad wish, which, if granted, could tip the balance of power forever. The other Star Darlings realize that Gemma is
about to grant a bad wish, but without a shooting star in sight, they have no way of getting down to Wishworld. Luckily, a
meteor shower begins, which serves to get the others to Wishworld to turn the wish around and collect the positive wish
energy. Gemma, meanwhile, is following up on her Wisher's bad wish, which is to be popular. The other Star Darlings
arrive to help turn a negative wish into a positive one.
The Star Darlings of Starland are hard at work making all of our wishes come true! With this delightful book in hand, you
will be able to duplicate their unique looks with fantastic hairstyles, great styling tips, and fun instructions for creating your
very own Star Darling inspired jewellery. Do you love Sage's unusual style or Libby's glamorous presence or are you
more a fan of Leona, Scarlet, or Vega? Whichever you prefer, this amazing book helps you dress like your favorite Star
Darling and aspire to make your own wishes come true!
An amazing gift for any fan of the Disney Star Darlings, this Wish Cards & Book set provides daily inspiration for making
wishes come true. Choose one of the colorful cards, and then look inside the book for a wish-positive message for the
day.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A modern, sophisticated suspense novel from National Book Award finalist, and
Printz Award honoree E. Lockhart. Don't miss the eagerly anticipated prequel, Family of Liars, available May 2022! A
beautiful and distinguished family. A private island. A brilliant, damaged girl; a passionate, political boy. A group of four
friends—the Liars—whose friendship turns destructive. A revolution. An accident. A secret. Lies upon lies. True love. The
truth. Read it. And if anyone asks you how it ends, just LIE. "Thrilling, beautiful, and blisteringly smart, We Were Liars is
utterly unforgettable." —John Green, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Fault in Our Stars
Winner of the Minotaur Books/Mystery Writers of America First Crime Novel Competition, Joanna Schaffhausen’s
accomplished debut The Vanishing Season will grip readers from the opening page to the stunning conclusion. Ellery
Hathaway knows a thing or two about serial killers, but not through her police training. She's an officer in sleepy
Woodbury, MA, where a bicycle theft still makes the newspapers. No one there knows she was once victim number
seventeen in the grisly story of serial killer Francis Michael Coben. The only one who lived. When three people disappear
from her town in three years—all around her birthday—Ellery fears someone knows her secret. Someone very dangerous.
Her superiors dismiss her concerns, but Ellery knows the vanishing season is coming and anyone could be next. She
contacts the one man she knows will believe her: the FBI agent who saved her from a killer all those years ago. Agent
Reed Markham made his name and fame on the back of the Coben case, but his fortunes have since turned. His
marriage is in shambles, his bosses think he's washed up, and worst of all, he blew a major investigation. When Ellery
calls him, he can’t help but wonder: sure, he rescued her, but was she ever truly saved? His greatest triumph is Ellery’s
waking nightmare, and now both of them are about to be sucked into the past, back to the case that made them...with a
killer who can't let go.
WHO IS CAUSING TROUBLE ON STARLAND? Disturbing things continue to happen on Starland everyday, beginning
when Piper's Star Kindness day compliment-poems to her friends turn into cruel insults. As the Star Darlings unravel
clues, they begin to suspect that one of their own is behind the trouble ... and that it might be Lady Stella! Piper enjoys
her time on Wishworld working in a diner... but is she being a little too laid-back about her mission? When Astra's time
comes, her overconfident nature leads her incorrect conclusions about her gymnast Wisher's true wish. Tessa's mission
brings her to an animal shelter, but when a terrible storm hits, she runs into problems.
A thrilling prequel to Star Wars: The Force Awakens, set roughly six years before the events of the film.
The day Cassie has been dreading since she first arrived at Starling Academy is here. She has been chosen to make the
journey to Wishworld for the next Wish Mission. Cassie is so sensitive and perceptive she'll be a natural! But her mission
is even harder than she feared when everything just seems all wrong. Could Cassie be the first Star Darling who simply
can't make her Wisher's wish come true?
As far back as anyone can remember, the Starlings have granted wishes for Wishlings (aka Earthlings). But when an evil
force suddenly threatens Starland, twelve star-charmed teen girls are chosen and sent on the most magical adventures
of their lives . . . as the STAR DARLINGS! Disney fans will love this graphic novel-style retelling of the 2016 TV special,
Disney Becoming Star Darlings.
"One of the most momentous debuts in years: A transcendent novel that strikes a deep emotional chord, My Absolute
Darling combines a page-turning female survival story, an arresting use of language, and a heart-wrenchingly powerful
redemptive arc"-"Unforgettable."—The New York Times "Lyrical and atmospheric." —Bustle "A satiating psychological horror tale."
—Cultured Vultures SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE APRIL 2019 LIBRARY READS PICK “Mother knows
best” takes on a sinister new meaning in this unsettling thriller perfect for fans of Neil Gaiman, Grimms’ Fairy Tales, and
Aimee Molloy's The Perfect Mother. Everyone says Lauren Tranter is exhausted, that she needs rest. And they’re right;
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with newborn twins, Morgan and Riley, she’s never been more tired in her life. But she knows what she saw: that night,
in her hospital room, a woman tried to take her babies and replace them with her own...creatures. Yet when the police
arrived, they saw no one. Everyone, from her doctor to her husband, thinks she’s imagining things. A month passes. And
one bright summer morning, the babies disappear from Lauren’s side in a park. But when they’re found, something is
different about them. The infants look like Morgan and Riley—to everyone else. But to Lauren, something is off. As
everyone around her celebrates their return, Lauren begins to scream, These are not my babies. Determined to bring her
true infant sons home, Lauren will risk the unthinkable. But if she’s wrong about what she saw...she’ll be making the
biggest mistake of her life. Compulsive, creepy, and inspired by some of our darkest fairy tales, Little Darlings will have
you checking—and rechecking—your own little ones. Just to be sure. Just to be safe.
A girl on Earth has made a terrible wish. And it's one that could hurt her best friend. Now Vivica, Starling Academy's
mean girl, is on her way to help grant it. The Star Darlings must stop her--otherwise Rancora's evil power will be restored.
But will they be able to change the wisher's bitter heart?
Sunset lives a life of luxury with her beautiful ex-model mum, her world-famous rock star dad and her two little celebrity
siblings. But life on the red carpet is no compensation for parents who constantly argue, intensive scrutiny from the
media, and and having no real friends. Destiny, on the other hand, is an only child living on a rundown estate with a sickly
but devoted mum who constantly tells her that she's really the daughter of a famous rock star . . . When the two girls
meet in unlikely circumstances, they are surprised to find in each other something they've been missing all their lives . . .
Tessa can be lazy and stubborn and she adores the comforts of home. She will need to learn the value of hard work.
New York Times bestselling author Sarah MacLean has taken the world of historical romance fiction by storm! With A
Rogue by Any Other Name, she once again boldly breaks new ground. The first book in her remarkably fresh and original
Fallen Angels series—featuring four dark Regency Era heroes who will steal the hearts of their heroines and the readers
alike—A Rogue will captivate fans of Julia Quinn and Suzanne Enoch while bringing new romance readers eagerly into
the fold. The scintillating story of a disgraced Marquess reduced to running a London gambling hall who hopes to restore
his good fortune by marrying a very proper lady who’s secretly drawn to sin, A Rogue by Any Other Name is sexy and
wicked fun.
London has been destroyed in a blitz of bombs and disease. The only ones who have survived are children, among them
Gwen Darling and her siblings, Joanna and Mikey. They spend their nights scavenging and their days avoiding the
ruthless Marauders -- the German army led by Captain Hanz Otto Oswald Kretschmer. Unsure if the virus has spread
past England's borders but desperate to leave, Captain Hook hunts for a cure, which he thinks can be found in one of the
survivors. He and his Marauders stalk the streets snatching children for experimentation. None ever return. Until the day
they grab Joanna. As Gwen sets out to save her, she meets a daredevil boy named Pete. Pete offers the assistance of
his gang of Lost Boys and the fierce sharpshooter Bella, who have all been living in a city hidden underground. But in a
place where help has a steep price and every promise is bound by blood, it will cost Gwen. And are she, Pete, the Lost
Boys, and Bella enough to outsmart Captain Hook?
There are lots of strange things going on at Starling Academy these days: Leona is devastated about her Wish Pendant
failure. Ophelia, the newest Star Darling, is completely clueless. Vega's roommate, Piper, is getting on her last nerve.
And Scarlet? Who knows? She's nowhere to be found! So when by-the-book Vega gets sent to Wishworld on the next
mission, she finds herself very distracted. Why is her Wisher so secretive? Vega needs to solve this puzzle fast. Time is
running out and Starland needs every drop of wish energy it can get!
The ultimate battle against darkness begins... Energy levels are dangerously low, and it's affecting day-to-day life on
Starland. The Star Darlings have been working furiously to discover who is behind the crisis, but they've made a grave
mistake. Can they fix it before their world goes dark? When Adora goes on her Wish Mission, she accidentally reveals
her identity to her Wisher! Clover's mission to help a girl with her overprotective parents is like no other. Then all hopes
hinge on Gemma, who has the final Wish Mission; she encountered trouble on Wishworld, but it's nothing compared to
the battle she and the other Star Darlings must fight when she returns!
The Star Darlings uncover the secret of Lady Stella and Lady Rancora's friendship when they were teens at Starling
Academy. We will learn that went wrong, why Rancora was kicked out of school, and how she became the evil force bent
on destroying Starland...
For fans of We Were Liars, How I Live Now, and The Ocean at the End of the Lane comes a haunting, sexy debut of
magical realism. And look for Moïra Fowley-Doyle's newest book, Spellbook of the Lost and Found. Every October Cara
and her family become inexplicably and unavoidably accident-prone. Some years it's bad, like the season when her
father died, and some years it's just a lot of cuts and scrapes. This accident season—when Cara, her ex-stepbrother,
Sam, and her best friend, Bea, are 17—is going to be a bad one. But not for the reasons they think. Cara is about to learn
that not all the scars left by the accident season are physical: There's a long-hidden family secret underneath the bumps
and bruises. This is the year Cara will finally fall desperately in love, when she'll start discovering the painful truth about
the adults in her life, and when she'll uncover the dark origins of the accident season—whether she's ready or not.
"Charming Libby is a people pleaser who is slow at making decisions. She has to learn how to say no, stand up for
herself, and feel more confident about her choices. All of the Star Darling roommates have received beautiful bouquets of
sparkly flowers welcoming them to Star Academy. The band tryouts begin and many different girls show up to audition.
Meanwhile, the Star Darlings are dealing with their personal conflicts and issues"-Clover is way too rigid and often plays it safe. She must learn to be more flexible and spontaneous and take more risks.
Clover's Wishworld mission involved a girl who is an only child whose parents completely baby her. Clover tries some
very subtle, safe maneuvers to prove that the girl is ready for some independence, but needs to make a bold move to
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help the girl's parents realize their little girl isn't a toddler anymore.
“A dark twist on a familiar tale that readers will have difficulty putting down.” (School Library Journal) Wendy Darling has
a perfectly agreeable life with her parents and brothers in wealthy London, as well as a budding romance with Booth, the
neighborhood bookseller's son. But one night, while their parents are at a ball, the charmingly beautiful Peter Pan comes
to the Darling children's nursery, and—dazzled by this flying boy with god-like powers—they follow him out of the window
and straight on to morning into Neverland, an intoxicating island of freedom. As time passes in Neverland, Wendy
realizes that this Lost Boy's paradise of turquoise seas, mermaids, and pirates holds terrible secrets rooted in blood and
greed. As Peter's grasp on her heart tightens, she struggles to remember where she came from—and begins to suspect
that this island of dreams, and the boy who desires her, have the potential to transform into an everlasting nightmare.
Gregory Keays is a writer whose brilliant future is behind him. Corroded with envy, Gregory watches as his
contemporaries produce better work and live happier lives while he teaches community college composition classes and
compiles books about other books. One day, Gregory is convinced, the world will recognize his talents. In the meantime,
his marriage to a new-age feng shui artist has become cold and distant, and his relationship with his reclusive teen-age
son is in free-fall. But when a brilliant student enters his life, Gregory is offered one last, glorious chance to save his
career. Soon, however, Gregory's Faustian pact with success unravels around him, and he must turn to darker, more
duplicitous means to secure his fame. Set in the dangerous world where real life and literary ambition collide, Kill Your
Darlings is an unforgettable novel of ego and delusion, villainy and the betrayal of love.
START YOUR STAR DARLINGS ADVENTURE! Welcome to Starling Academy, the prestigious school where students
study to become Wish-Granters and help guide Wishlings in making their dreams and wishes come true. Twelve starcharmed girls--the Star Darlings--have been chosen to work as a team to save their beloved Starland from peril. Sage
takes a spectacular journey to Wishworld and discovers how challenging life can be in an unfamiliar place. Then Libby
must help two fighting best friends, but can she stop herself from trying to grant every wish big and small? On Leona's
mission, her challenge is to put her own desires aside and truly understand what her Wisher needs!
In the first book of the Jeanie and Genie series, new student Willow Davis turns fellow second grader Jeanie Bell’s life
upside down with her unbelievable, magical secret! For Jeanie Bell, things at Rivertown Elementary are nice, normal, and
totally average—just the way she likes it. But when a new girl, Willow Davis, joins the school, all of a sudden strange
things start happening. Will Willow’s big secret ruin the girls’ friendship—and change life in Rivertown forever? With easyto-read language and illustrations on almost every page, the Jeanie & Genie chapter books are perfect for beginning
readers.
A controversial new novel from the winner of the Edinburgh International Book Festival First Book Award. When Mark
Darling is 15 years old, he is the golden boy, captain of the school soccer team, admired by all who know him. Until he
kills his best friend in a freak accident. He spends the next decade drifting between the therapy couch and dead-end
pursuits. Then along comes Sadie. A mender by nature, she tries her best to fix him and has enough energy to carry
them both through the next few years. One evening, Mark bumps into an old schoolfriend, Ruby. She saw the accident
first hand. He is pulled towards her by a force stronger than logic: the universal need to reconcile one's childhood
wounds. This is his chance to, once again, feel the enveloping warmth of unconditional love. But can he leave behind the
woman who rescued him from the pit of despair, the wife he loves? His unborn child? This is a story about how childhood
experiences can profoundly impact how we behave as adults. It's a story about betrayal, infidelity, and how we often
blinker ourselves to see a version of the truth that is more palatable to us.
SLEEP MY DARLINGS Diane Fanning On January 28, 2011, the Tampa Police Department received a phone call from a
woman who was worried about her daughter, Julie Schenecker. A devoted Army wife and mother of two, Julie had sent
her mother an email that could be described as "suicidal." When authorities arrived at the Schenecker home, they
encountered a horrific scene... Sixteen-year-old Calyx and thirteen-year-old Beau Schenecker were found dead—both of
them shot, then covered with blankets. Upon questioning, Julie admitted that she was "tired of the kids talking back" and
just "wanted it to be over." Had her manic depression driven her to the point of insanity? Or was hers a case of cold,
calculated violence and manipulation? This is the shocking true story of motherhood, mental illness, and two charges of
murder in the first degree.
The Silver Darlings is a tale of lives hard won from a cruel sea and crueller landlords. It tells of strong young men and
stronger women whose loves, fears and sorrows are set deep in a landscape of raw beauty and bleak reward. The
dawning of the Herring Fisheries brought with it the hope of escape from the brutality of the Highland Clearances, and
Neil Gunn's story paints a vivid picture of a community fighting against nature and history and refusing to be crushed.
‘Thrilling, unputdownable – I was obsessed’ BA Paris The brand-new domestic thriller from the #1 bestselling author of
Obsession
FANTASY & MAGICAL REALISM (CHILDREN'S / TEENAGE). It'a Leona's turn to grant a wish and she's feeling
starmedous! She can't wait to ride a shooting star to Wishworld, but she'll have to put her own desires aside for her
mission to be a success.....even if that means stepping out of the spotlight for a change.
A New York Times Bestseller From #1 New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn comes the story of Colin Bridgerton and Penelope
Featherington, in the fourth of her beloved Regency-set novels featuring the charming, powerful Bridgerton family, now a series created by
Shondaland for Netflix. COLIN AND PENELOPE’S STORY Penelope Featherington has secretly adored her best friend’s brother for . . .
well, it feels like forever. After half a lifetime of watching Colin Bridgerton from afar, she thinks she knows everything about him, until she
stumbles across his deepest secret . . . and fears she doesn’t know him at all. Colin Bridgerton is tired of being thought of as nothing but an
empty-headed charmer, tired of the notorious gossip columnist Lady Whistledown, who can’t seem to publish an edition without mentioning
him. But when Colin returns to London from a trip abroad, he discovers nothing in his life is quite the same—especially Penelope
Featherington! The girl who was always simply there is suddenly the girl haunting his dreams. When he discovers that Penelope has secrets
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of her own, this elusive bachelor must decide . . . is she his biggest threat— or his promise of a happy ending?
This interactive journal begins with a short story about Piper and her wish diary, and continues with 365 pages of inspirational messages,
based on the themes of celebrating uniqueness, thinking positively, and making your own wishes come true. Each page will have space for
the reader to write, dream, and doodle.
Summer nights and star-crossed lovers! From USA Today bestselling author Sarina Bowen. Once upon a time, he gave me a summer of
friendship, followed by one perfect night. We shared a lot during our short time together. But he skipped a few crucial details. I didn’t know he
was a rock star. I didn’t know his real name. Neither of us knew I’d get pregnant. And I sure never expected to see him again. Five years
later, his tour bus pulls up in Nest Lake, Maine. My little world is about to be shattered by loud music and the pounding of my own foolish
heart. ***** Perfect for fans of: Helena Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Catherine Gayle, Avon Gale, Toni Aleo, Kristen Callihan, LJ Shen, Mona
Kasten, Corinne Michaels, Jana Aston, Karina Halle, Meghan March, Jay Crownover, Anna Todd, Geneva Lee, Audrey Carlan, Jill Shalvis,
Suzanne Brockmann, Helen Hoang, Christina Lauren, Kristan Higgins, Sally Thorne, Penelope Sky, Vi Keeland, Penelope Ward, Debbie
Macomber, Nora Roberts, Maisey Yates, Sarah Mayberry, Elle Kennedy, Lauren Blakely, Susan Mallery, Penny Reid, Julia Kent, Kelly
Jamieson, Melanie Harlow, Carrie Ann Ryan, Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Ryan, Helen Hardt, Meghan March, Julia Kent, Meli Raine, Sylvia Day,
Chelle Bliss, Brenda Rothert, Natasha Madison, Kylie Scott, Helena Hunting, Sloane Kennedy, Penelope Sky, Elle Kennedy, K.A. Linde,
Nana Malone, Jami Davenport, Jaci Burton, Penelope Sky, Helen Hardt, E.L. James, Anna Todd, Chelle Bliss, Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Fox,
Kylie Scott, Devney Perry and Rebecca Yarros. Keywords: contemporary romance, hush note series, rockstar romance, rock stars, rock star
romance, rockstars, first in a series, accidental pregnancy, secret baby, mistaken identity, friends to lovers.
A Bonfire of the Vanities for our times, by an author who “knows her way around 21st-century wealth and power” (The Wall Street Journal).
Since he married Merrill Darling, daughter of billionaire financier Carter Darling, attorney Paul Ross has grown accustomed to all the luxuries
of Park Avenue. But a tragic event is about to catapult the Darling family into the middle of a massive financial investigation and a red-hot
scandal. Suddenly, Paul must decide where his loyalties really lie. Debut novelist Cristina Alger is a former analyst at Goldman Sachs, an
attorney, and the daughter of a Wall Street financier. Drawing on her unique insider's perspective, Alger gives us an irresistible glimpse into
the highest echelons of New York society—and a fast-paced thriller of epic proportions that powerfully echoes Claire Messud's The Emperor's
Children and reads like a fictional Too Big to Fail.
CAN THE STAR DARLINGS SAVE THEIR WORLD? Lots of strange things are going on at Starling Academy, and some of the girls are
suspicious. As they begin investigating, they wonder if there's any connection between Scarletgetting kicked out of the Star Darlings and
Leona's troubled mission. When Vega gets sent to Wishworld, she is determined to solve the puzzle fast, but her Wisher is incredibly
secretive. Scarlet watches from the sidelines as Ophelia, who is hopelesslyunprepared, is chosen to go on a mission. Cassie has been
dreading her journey to Wishworld since she first arrived at Starling Academy, and her assignment is even harder than she feared!
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